Collectable Books from Illuminate Christian Bookshop

Item details
Alcott, Louisa M,
Little Women
Little Men
Good Wives
Hardbacks with dust covers, all undated but look to be 1940s
Dust covers are a little torn; general condition of books is good
Barbour G.F, The Life Alexander Whyte D.D
7th edition 1925
Hardback, no dust cover; boards clean; print good, though some pages
slightly dog-eared
Arnot, FS, Garenganze or Mission Work in Central Africa, James Hawkins,
London, undated, but probably 1890s
Board cover is very worn, with loose spine and loose frontispiece
Pages are clean and map is intact
Brown, Thomas, Annals of the Disruption, 1843
McNiven and Wallace, 1893
Hardback blue boards, age-related wear to cover; rest is clean with
minimal staining
Brengle, Commissioner SL, Helps to Holiness, IV, first published 1896, this
edition c1940
Hardback, no dust cover, some foxing on edges of the pages and inside
covers. The rest of the book is very clean. Dedication on inside from
page dated 1943.
Butler, Rev William Archer, Sermons doctrinal and practical, 1859
Hardback, no dust cover, cover on spine missing and corners scuffed.
Front inside stamped with Toronto bookseller’s mark, with one printed
and one written inscription, dated 1913. Book generally stained, but text
clear
Cable, Mildred and French, Francesca, Towards spiritual maturity, 1947
reprint
Hardback, dustcover intact but slightly marked. Slight foxing on page
edges, but condition generally satisfactory
Cable, Mildred and French, Francesca, The Story of Topsy, Hodder and
Stoughton, 1944 reprint
Blue boards, worn edges and spine; some foxing; inscription on front fly
leaf, end paper map has been partly coloured in
Cardwell, Edwards, Documentary Annals of the Reformed Church of
England, OUP 1839
Blue-grey board cover, significantly marked; spine is loose and much
worn.
Some loosening of the pages, but print is clear.
An ex-library copy hence has various front fly-leaf markings
Charles, Elizabeth Rundle, Lapsed, but not lost, a story of Roman
Carthage, SPCK, undated, but inscription 1882
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Hardback, no dust jacket, cover wear acceptable for age. Inside front leaf
loose; both covers show early detachment. Page edges irregular, but
probably always were; pages slightly discoloured, but clean.
Cruden’s Concordance
Undated, but probably 19th century
Hardback, leather effect, front cover loose, repaired with tape
Wear appropriate to age, print is clear and fresh
Ellicott, Charles, Ed, Ellicott’s Commentary, Cassell & Co, 1901, 8 volumes
Hardback, leather effect; spines have age-related wear, and some corners
are damaged, but are generally in good condition. End papers have agerelated staining, but generally the pages are clean.
A collector’s set
Exciting Holiness, Collects and Readings for the Festival and Lesser
Festivals of the Calendars of the Church of England etc, 2nd edition 2003
Hardback, mint condition
Fleming, Archibald Lang, Archibald of the Arctic, Hodder and Stoughton,
1957
Blue boards, no dust cover; spine is slightly bent; some spotting at the
end papers
French, Evangeline, Cable, Mildred and French, Francesca, A Desert
Journal, Constable and Co, 1934, first edition
Hardback, no dust cover; cover is moderately scuffed, but intact.
Inscribed with signatures Eva F French and Mildred Cable. Some spotting
at intervals through the book. Map is fully intact, but more spotted.
Gregg, TD and Maguire, T, Gregg and Maguire Discussion, William Carson,
Dublin, 1839
Dark green boards, in good condition; early pages are stained, but
otherwise in good condition
Handwritten/duplicated authentication by the author.
Inscription of initials and date 1932
Hacking, W, Frederick Watson, a Beloved Pastor, AOG publishing,
undated, but copy is signed by the author in 1959
Soft cover, somewhat stained. Otherwise book is clean
Henry, Matthew, 6 Volume Bible Commentary, printed in Edinburgh 1797
Hardback – leather effect board; covers show wear appropriate to age –
chipping. Some pages are stained, but generally are in good condition.
Hodgson E, Fishing for Congo Fisher Folk, AOG publishing, undated, but
inscription is dated 1942
Autobiography of pioneer AOG missionary
Blue board, no dust cover; very clean; one inscription
Jay, William, Morning and Evening Exercises, CA Bartlett, 1841 edition
(first published 1828). Three volumes – January to September
Hardback, green; all volumes have some chipping and wear appropriate
to age; endpapers stained, but condition of all volumes is good
Kitto, John, Daily Bible Illustrations, William Oliphant, c1860, seven
volumes
3 of 4 from morning series - Antediluvians and patriarchs (9th edition);
Samuel, Saul and David (7th edition); Solomon and the Kings (6th edition).
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Complete set of 4 of the evening series – Job and the poetical books (6th
edition); Isaiah and the prophets (6th edition); the life and death of our
Lord (7th edition); and the Apostles and Early church (5th edition).
All volumes are of similar condition – covers - hardback brown/butterfly
scale design with wear appropriate to age; 5 volumes have inscription on
front flyleaf; all have some staining to title and facing title page; the rest
of the pages are in good condition.
Lewis WH, Letters of CS Lewis, Geoffrey Bles, first edition 1966
Hardback, dust jacket very worn. Inscription dated 1966, but otherwise
condition near fine
Lewis, CS, Letters to Malcolm, chiefly on prayer, Geoffrey Bles, 1st edition
1964. Hardback, dustcover well-marked on the spine, but otherwise
clean; front top slightly chipped. Book is very clean
Lonsdale, Margaret, Sister Dora, Kegan Paul, Trench and Co, published
1888, this edition 1892
Biography of nurse and hospital pioneer, Walsall
Hardback, no dustcover; cover is clean, but marked with age. Two
inscriptions, one dated 1911, edges of pages are irregular and foxed, but
text is good.
Lovett, Richard, James Chalmers – his autobiography and letters, Religious
Tract Society, 1912 Edition
Blue/green board, scuffed corners, but generally clean
A Boys’ Brigade prize label on front paper
MacDuff, JR, The Thoughts of God and the Words of Jesus, James Nisbet,
1880
Blue board with embossed lettering; very clean, but edges of pages
slightly foxed. One inscription
McFarlan, Donald M, Calabar, Thomas Nelson 1946
The story of the Church of Scotland mission 1846-1946
Hardback, no dustcover. Some foxing, inscription inside frontispiece
dated 1946. General condition satisfactory
MacNicol, Nicol, CF Andrews, Friend of India, James Clarke, London 1944
Short biography in Modern Christian Revolutionaries series, of a
contemporary of Gandhi
Green boards, no dust cover; generally clean and unstained
Mee, Arthur, Children’s Encyclopaedia, Educational Book Company,
c1950, 10 volumes (complete)
Hardback, blue binding; covers are slightly stained, but general condition
is excellent
Mee, Josiah, Thomas Champness as I knew him, Charles H Kelly, undated,
but probably late Victorian.
Biography of Methodist missionary and reformer at Leicester Jail.
Hardback, with colour illustrations incorporated and covered by thin
transparent film. Some foxing, but book is in good condition for its age
Newhall, Janette E, A Theological Library Manual, 1970, The Theological
Education Fund.
Hardback, no dust cover, mint condition
Pollard, Samuel, edited by R Elliott Kendall, Eyes of the Earth, Cargate
Press, 1954
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Diary of late Victorian missionary
Hardback, dustcover, stained on the spine and chipped on the front.
Inscription under front dustcover, but otherwise nearly fine

Sentences, Collects and Readings for ASB– Large Print Lectionary Edition,
Eyre and Spottiswood, 1980 edition
Green boards with gold embossed design and title
As new
Smith, Shelton H, Handy, Robert T and Loetscher, Lefferts A, American
Christianity, Volume II, 1820-1960, Scribner’s 1963
Hardback, green boards, no dust cover; spine is a bit worn, and there is a
dedication, but book is otherwise immaculate
Spurgeon, CH, Barbed Arrows from the Quiver of CH Spurgeon, Passmore
and Alabaster, 1896, first edition
Hardback, no dust cover. Spine has some chipping and age-related wear.
End papers are stained; no inscription.
Subhan, John A, How a Sufi found his Lord, Lucknow Publishing House,
1945
Blue and cream boards with embossed lettering; cheap paper, so some
staining, but generally good condition
Contains an interesting newspaper clipping
Taylor, Mrs Howard, Pastor Hsi, one of China’s Christians, Morgan and
Scott/CIM, 1904 reprinting of 1903 first edition
Hardback, no dustcover; cover in good condition. Inscription dated 1904,
but book is very clean, apart from some staining on map at end.
Book contains CIM bookmark dated 1904
Trinitarian Bible Society, Large (Giant) Print Authorised Version in 4
volumes
Brown leather-effect with gold lettering in slip case
As new
Webley-Parry Ellen, An Epitome of Anglican Church History
Carmarthen, 1879
Hardback, blue with gold embossing, front board a little loose and stained
Page edges a little stained, but generally excellent condition
Wesley, John, Wesley’s Journal, Fifth Edition, the Methodist Conference,
?1909, 4 volumes
Hardback, blue binding with black lettering; covers generally in good
condition; all volumes in properly-fitting plastic book jackets. Condition
of pages excellent.
A superb edition for a Wesley enthusiast
Williams, Charles, Ed, The Letters of Evelyn Underhill, Longmans, 1943,
reprinted 1944.
Hardback, no dust jacket. Cover and spine well worn; inscription dated
1944; some foxing but contents acceptable
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